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NONSELFADJOINT REPRESENTATIONS OF

C*-ALGEBRAS

HEYDAR RADJAVI1

ABSTRACT. The following strengthening of a result of B. A. Barnes

is proved: If <p is a topologically irreducible representation of a   C*-al-

gebra jl on a Banach space such that 4>(U)  contains a nonzero finite-rank

operator, then 0 is similar to an irreducible  ^representation of   ll(and is

thus automatically continuous).

By an operator algebra on a Banach space X we shall mean a (not nec-

essarily closed) subalgebra of £(X), the algebra of all (bounded) opera-

tors on X.   An operator algebra  21 on  X is transitive (= irreducible) if the

only (closed) subspaces of X invariant under (every operator in) 21  are  \0\

and X; it is strictly transitive (= strictly irreducible) if |0¡  and  X are the

only linear manifolds invariant under it.   If I'll  is a linear manifold invari-

ant under an operator A  or under an operator algebra  21, then A\1K or 2I|>1I

denotes the appropriate restriction of the operator or the algebra to  m.   We

shall also use the following notations: let B  be an operator on  I, A a sub-

set of X, and 21 a set of operators on X; then 2Iß = \AB: A e SI}, Six =

[Ax: A £ 2I|, and 213) = \Ax: A e 21, * e 3)}.

Let 21 be a  C -algebra and let  cfi be a (topologically) irreducible re-

presentation of  21 on the Hubert space K.   Barnes  [l] proved that if

2I/<73~  (0)  contains a minimal one-sided ideal and if cfi is continuous, then

cfi is similar to an irreducible (and hence, by Kadison's theorem  [3], a

strictly irreducible) ^representation of 21.   Our main result (Theorem 2 be-

low) shows that the continuity of cfi follows automatically from the other

hypotheses.

We need the following elementary and purely algebraic lemma whose

proof can be found, e.g., in  [5].
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Lemma 1. Let 21 and 8 be operator algebras on the Banach spaces  X and

ii respectively, and assume that 8  is transitive and contains a rank-one

operator E.   Assume that cfi is an algebra isomorphism of 21 onto S.   Then

there exists a one-to-one linear transformation S from the (dense, ^-invari-

ant) linear manifold X = B E y  into X such that AS = Scfi(A), on X, for all

A   272   21.

Lemma 2, Let 21, S, and cfi be as in Lemma 1, and assume, in addi-

tion, that 21  contains all the finite-rank operators on X.    Then the transfor-

mation S of Lemma 1   is bicontinuous from  a  onto  X.

Proof. Since 21  and  B  are transitive, it follows from  [5, Lemma 2 and

Theorem l] that S is closable.   The hypothesis that 21 contains all the fi-

nite-rank operators on  X together with the equation ASx = Scfi(A)x tot all

A  in  21 and x in  E3  imply that SJb = X and, therefore, S~     is a bounded

operator by the closed graph theorem.   The boundedness of 5 on  X  is also

easy to show.   Let X,   be the unit sphere of X; for each rank-one operator

A  in 21, the transformation S is bounded on the one-dimensional space

cfi(A)Jb and hence A(^X.) = ScfiiA)li.   is a bounded set.   Thus f(Sjb.) is

bounded for every bounded linear functional on X; it follows that Si) x is

a bounded set.

Theorem 1. Let  21  be a  C -algebra containing a minimal one-sided

ideal and let cfi be a faithful, irreducible representation of 21  otî a Banach

space X.    Then cfi is similar to a faithful, irreducible    -representation of

21.    7t2 particular,   cfi is automatically bicontinuous.

Proof. We can assume that 21 is a uniformly closed, selfadjoint alge-

bra of operators on a Hubert space K, and that  21 contains a minimal (self-

adjoint) projection  P 4 0, so that 2ÍP  is a minimal left ideal  [6, p. 26l].

Then <fi(U)cfi(P) is a minimal left ideal of cS(2I).   Since  <fi(U) is transitive,

it follows that <fi(P) is a rank-one idempotent in 0(21).   Thus Lemma 1 is

applicable, and there exists a one-to-one linear transformation S from  X =

<fi(&)cfi(P)X into K such that AS = Scfi(A), on X, for all A e 21.

Now SX is invariant under 21.   Thus the subspace JR = Si,    of H  is

invariant and therefore reducing for 21.   Let 21. = 2I|)I1.   The algebra SI,   is

clearly *-isomorphic to   21 (note that if A\%. = 0 for A in 21, then Scfi(A)S~ =

0  on Sli, hence  cfi(A) = 0  and A = 0).   It follows that 21 x  is a uniformly

closed selfadjoint subalgebra of J80II) which is a faithful ^representation

of SI on  1 (cf. [8, p. 5]).
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Since A (I'll = Scfi(A)S~    on Si), the theorem will follow from Lemma 2

if we show that 21 x  contains all the finite-rank operators on M.   For F in

SI, if cfi(F) has rank 1, so does  F\%, because F\SD = Scfi(F)S~1 has rank

1.   Now   0(21) contains rank-one operators  in profusion : in fact for every

nonzero x in X, there exists in  0(21)  a rank-one operator with range  \x\

(by definition of X).   It follows that for every nonzero y  in  SX, the alge-

bra 21 x contains a rank-one operator F with the range  {y|; hence it con-

tains the rank-one projection FF /||FF*||  with range Syl-   Since SX is

dense in JH, we conclude that 21 x  contains the rank-one projection with

range  [yj for every  y  in M.   Thus every selfadjoint operator of finite rank

is in 21 x and so is every arbitrary finite-rank operator.

(The bicontinuity of cfi follows from the isometric character of  ^iso-

morphisms [8, p. 5].)

Theorem 2. Let cfi be an irreducible representation of a C -algebra 21

on the Banach space X. If 21/0 ~ (0) contains a minimal one-sided ideal,

then cfi is similar to an irreducible ^representation of SI. In particular, cfi

is continuous.

Proof. With no loss of generality assume that both  21  and  0(21) have

identities, because otherwise identities can be adjoined and homomorphisms

extended in the usual fashion.

It suffices to show that  <fi~  (0)  is closed, for then  2I/0-  (0) would

be a  C -algebra  [8, p. 43]  and  cfi would induce an isomorphism  0O   of

2I/0-  (0) onto 0(21); by Theorem 1, 0O  would be similar to a strictly irre-

ducible  ^representation of 2I/0-  (0)  and therefore to one of 21.

The proof of the closure of 0~  (0) is very similar to the argument giv-

en in the proof of Rickart's theorem in [8, p. 162]: 0(21) is transitive and

contains nonzero finite-rank operators.   It follows that 0(21) is semisimple.

(For otherwise the radical of 0(21), as a two-sided ideal, contains all the

finite-rank operators in  0(21)  and, in particular, finite-rank idempotents,

but in a normed algebra the radical consists only of quasinilpotent elements.)

Since  0(21) has an identity, we have  {0} = |1S§ : 3   maximal left ideal of

0(SI)| (cf.    [6, p. 55]).   It follows that  0" \0) = Hí0~ \i): § maximal left

ideal of  0(2I)¡; but every  <fi~  (3)  is a maximal left ideal of 21 and hence

is closed in SI.   Thus  0~  (0)  is closed.

(The continuity of 0 follows from that of ^-representations of C -al-

gebras.)

Remark. Using Lemma 2, a result of Barnes, and the recent theorem of
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Lomonosov  [4]  gives the following result: If 21 is a uniformly closed, tran-

sitive algebra of operators on a reflexive Banach space  X which contains

a nonzero compact operator, then every isomorphism of 21 onto a transitive

algebra of operators on a Banach space  o   is spatial.    To show this ob-

serve that, by Lomonosov's theorem, 21 contains a compact operator with

nonzero point spectrum.   Since  21 is uniformly closed, it contains nonzero

finite-rank operators: the Riesz projections of a compact operator obtained

by integration around isolated nonzero points of the spectrum have finite

rank and belong to the uniformly closed algebra generated by the operator

(see [7, p. 42]).   By Barnes' theorem [2] SI contains all finite-rank opera-

tors on X.   Thus the isomorphism is spatial by Lemma 2.
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